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In the letter to the editor by Amad et al. (2016) , the authors pointed out that by semantic traditions in clinical practice and medical teaching, psychiatric disorders are often seen as different from somatic disorders. The authors rightly criticise this distinction, because according to natural science concepts, all behaviour and introspective phenomena are based upon processes within the organism and particularly within the brain. Therefore, psychiatric disorders are also somatic disorders. I support the recommendation of the authors that instead of maintaining the dichotomy between psychiatric and somatic disorders, the sole distinction to be made is between psychiatric and nonpsychiatric disorders.
How should one respond to patients who ask whether they are suffering from a psychic or somatic illness? In my experience, the metaphor of the two-sided coin has turned out to be helpful.
When observing a patient with a psychiatric disorder, we always have two levels of observation, similar to the two sides of a coin. On the one side, we have the behavioural level, comprising the psychosocial aspects, with all present and past (verbal and non-verbal) environmental experiences. For example, in patients with depression, vulnerability factors (e.g. traumatisation in early life) and triggers of an episode (e.g. life events) may be identified, and psychotherapy can be offered as causal treatment. On the other side of the coin, one can observe what is going on within the organism, the physiological aspects, comprising also the neurobiological processes. Again, we can look for vulnerability factors (e.g. (epi)genetic factors) and triggers (e.g. changes in stress hormones), and antidepressants can be offered as causal therapy.
This metaphor of the two-sided coin supports a disease concept that conceptualises the behavioural and physiological aspects as complementary and not in an either/or relationship. These two sides of the coin are present in all disorders. In diabetes mellitus, for instance, we have the behavioural and psychosocial side that, for example, suggests diet and sport as treatment options and the physiological side that suggests insulin therapy.
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More than half of patients with bipolar disorder (BD) also have an additional psychiatric diagnosis, one of the most difficult to manage being obsessivecompulsive disorder (OCD) (Amerio et al., 2014a (Amerio et al., , 2014b with higher prevalence rates in youths (23.2%; compared to adults, 13.56%) .
In 1970, the famous epidemiologist Alvan R. Feinstein defined comorbidity in relation to a specific index condition, as 'any distinct additional entity that has existed or may occur during the clinical course of a patient who has the index disease under study' (Maj, 2005) . However, the question of which condition should be designated the index and which the comorbid condition is not always self-evident.
In order to address this unanswered question, we updated our recent systematic review to establish the onset of BD and OCD in comorbid patients.
Studies were identified by searching the electronic databases MEDLINE, Embase and PsycINFO. We combined the search strategy of free text terms and exploded MESH headings for the topics of BD, OCD and treatment combined as follows: (((((('Therapeutics' [Mesh] ) OR treatment*) OR therap*) OR pharmacotherap*) OR psychotherap*)) AND ((((((((('Bipolar Disorder' [Mesh] ) OR Bipolar disorder) OR BD) OR Bipolar) OR Manic depressive disorder) OR Manic depressive) OR Manic)) AND (((('Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder' [Mesh]) OR OCD) OR Obsessive-compulsive) OR Obsessive-compulsive disorder))). Studies published in English through 30 September 2015were included.
Eleven studies were selected (Table  1) . More than 60% of selected studies reported that BD-OCD patients experienced the onset of OCD prior to the onset of BD. In the minority of cases (25%), the onset of OCD usually was concomitant with the first mood episode, rather than preceding or following it. In contrast, only one study from United States reported an earlier mean age of onset of BD compared to OCD in comorbid patients. Some investigators also reported an earlier onset of obsessive-compulsive (OC) symptoms in comorbid patients compared to non-comorbid patients. Taken together, the evidence so far on BD-OCD nosology supports the view that the majority of comorbid OCD cases appeared to be related to mood episodes (Tonna et al., 2015) . As confirmed by this review, OC symptoms may be expression of vulnerability to BD increasing the risk of a later BD diagnosis. OC symptoms would initially coexist with BD symptoms even cycling together and they would gradually tend to decrease in the adulthood. 
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